
 
 ~~Christmas Around the World Tour~~ 

 

BRILLIANT BOYS CHOIR LIGHTS UP THE HOLIDAYS WITH SONG! 

 

“I cannot begin to tell you how grateful we are to you for your appearance at the White House 

during the Holiday Season.  Your performance so enhanced this special time of year.  The 

President and Mrs. Clinton join me in extending many thanks for your time and talents which 

greatly contributed to the beauty of the White House this Christmas.” 

~ Capricia Penavic Marshall, The White House, First Social Secretary 

 

“Throughout their entirely memorized program, an amazing feat in itself, each member of THE 

MOSCOW BOYS CHOIR maintained incredible discipline and technical excellence, weaving 

together various parts, textures, and rhythms flawlessly.  A rare mid-concert standing ovation, 

when the audience leaps to its feet before the last, lingering notes of a song, is perhaps the 

greatest compliment of all!  Their combined talents mesmerized those fortunate enough to be 

part of the capacity crowd.” 

~ The Barrie Examiner, Barrie, Ontario, Canada 

 

“From Moscow, a joyful noise…A program for all tastes, from “Jingle Bells” to classical pieces.” 

~ The New York Times 

 

“The packed auditorium was filled with an audience of several hundred listeners of all ages - 

and what an experience it was!  Discipline, precision and poise were the hallmarks of THE 

MOSCOW BOYS CHOIR performance.” ~ The Des Moines Register 

 

“The diverse audience packed the house, ranging from ages 3 to 103.  THE MOSCOW BOYS 

CHOIR deserves all the applause it received, and more!  A return engagement is in 

order…Talent like this needs to be appreciated more often! ~ The Billings Montana Gazette 
 

"The finely blended, exquisitely balanced MOSCOW BOYS CHOIR can sing with as much 
delicacy as anyone, but no other ensemble can sound this strong!" ~ St. Louis Post-Dispatch 

 
"If indeed there is such a thing as a heavenly chorus, it must sound like THE MOSCOW BOYS 

CHOIR!" ~ St. Joseph News & Press 
 

"Under the direction of Choirmaster and Conductor Leonid Baklushin, [The MOSCOW BOYS 
CHOIR] quickly won the hearts of the audience…the sopranos sang into the stratosphere with 

flutelike clarity, never once lapsing into shrillness." ~ Vero Beach Press Journal. 
 

"With close and smoothly flowing inner harmonies, THE MOSCOW BOYS CHOIR illustrates its 
talents and skills at their very best." ~ Anchorage Daily News. 

 


